BSL Rooms

There are BSLs (bio-safety labs) in each facility at NHB and HDB. In order to work in those facilities, it is vital that all personnel follow what is written in the BSL lab manual and what has been included in your group's IRB.

BSL Lab Access NHB: 0.240F

Please follow the lab requirements here: BSL-2 requirements for 0.240F and be sure to read the NHB BSL manual below.

NHB BSL Manual

![BSL-2 Manual NHB 0.240F](bic-bsl2-manual-nhb-0.240f.pdf)

BSL Lab Access HDB: 1.305 & 1.500 suite

Please follow the lab requirements here: BSL-2 Requirements for HDB 1.305 and 1.500 Suite and please be sure to read the HDB BSL manual below.

HDB BSL Manuals

![BSL-2 Manual HDB 1.305](bic-bsl2-manual-hdb-1.305.pdf)